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CHRISTIE BRINKLEY
FROM BEAUT Y ICON TO BUSINESS MOGUL
By Devorah Rose
Photography by Gian Andrea di Stefano

Christie Brinkley is an iconic timeless beauty and a down-toearth California girl at heart. Most people recognize her from
the endless covers she has graced. Lots of women feel close to
Christie because she is very approachable despite her many
accomplishments. Take for instance her daily involvement in
social media. Her affable, warm Instagram posts capture her
garden’s flowers blooming in sunset colors, her time-tested
insights into beauty, her latte foam art, and — most notably
— her charming interaction with her followers (whom she
refers to affectionately as her friends).
Another thing about Christie is that she is always on the
move! This always evolving and endlessly selfless supermodel is harnessing her joie de vivre and bottling it up in beauty
lotions and delectable bubbly elixirs. I had the pleasure of
speaking to her about everything from Hollywood to her new
ventures — and even a little bit about love!
Your Instagram photos are heartfelt and real. What ingredients make life perfect?
What makes life perfect is giving back and making the world a
better place, but it is definitely easier to tackle the world on a
good hair day! [laughing] All the secrets, short cuts, and tips on
how to look your best are in my book Timeless Beauty. In it I talk

about ways to make yourself feel good, so that you can get out
the door and do good things. It’s giving back that will truly add
happiness and true and real beauty to life, a beauty that will
shine forever. Getting out there and doing that is easier when
you feel good about yourself! It’s about being the best you. We
owe it to ourselves to take care of ourselves.
Why do you think so many ordinary women connect with
you so well?
Maybe it’s because my life hasn’t been perfect. I’ve have had
my ups and downs. I’ve endured really tough decades, but I’ve
kept going.
What’s one of the most difficult struggles you’ve
experienced?
My parents were the most vibrantly alive, warm, and welcoming people that you could imagine. My mom had this infectious laugh. My father had this incredibly smart dry sense of
humor. Everybody fell in love with them, and I had to watch
these two incredible people deal with horrific illnesses for
twelve years. My father was on a feeding tube and a breathing tube and lost his ability to speak easily or write. He had to
choose between speaking or breathing, but when he chose to
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I thought it was great that actresses got to be in beautiful
dresses one day and got to play a cowgirl in their next film.
I loved Grace Kelly and I thought she was so beautiful. I remember wishing I could cut my hair and look like her. I remember Faye Dunaway when she did Bonnie and Clyde. That
was the first time I cut my hair and tried to be like a movie
star. At the time I was just a chubby little kid with my pageboy
haircut and beret. I’ve always loved berets and she wore hers
so well in that movie.

speak he always said something to make you laugh or to give
you a compliment. Life isn’t easy for anyone. Women see me
smiling through all my ups and downs and forging ahead and
that gives them strength and hope. They see me not let anything sink me, and keep going. Women write to me and relate
to me because of everything that I’ve been through.
How did you have the strength to believe in love again
after all you have lived through?
I use to be the marrying kind and ready to dive in, but now I’m
about just appreciating where I am and enjoying life. Living in
the present and enjoying the moments I have is nice. For me
it’s about appreciating where I am in life.
When you were a little girl what was your impression of
Hollywood and the fashion industry?
Hollywood has always had an influence on me. I remember as
a young teen going to see Franco Zeffirelli’s Romeo and Juliet
and sitting in the theater and looking up at the young actors.
He was the first to get actual young people to play the parts
instead of adults pretending to be young. I remember thinking
Romeo was so handsome and Juliet was so beautiful. I went
at least six times with a group of girlfriends, and we would
go through boxes of tissues. It was a very impactful experience. And, yes, I thought Hollywood was absolutely amazing.

When did you experience your first real brush with
Hollywood?
When I was nine I went to the Academy Awards; it was still
taking place at the Pantages Theatre. It really has that golden
age of Hollywood feel. After I got to my seat I needed to go
to the ladies’ room and got lost in the lobby, and that’s how I
met Cary Grant. He was so sweet. I asked him ‘Do you know
where the ladies room is?’ and someone mumbled, ‘Do you
know that you are asking Cary Grant that?’ He laughed and
said, ‘Well that’s quite all right. It’s right over this way.’ Then
when I got back to my seat there was a woman sitting directly
in front of me who was so elegant and as delicate as a fawn …
It turned out to be Audrey Hepburn! I remember thinking that
I could pretty much count the little bumps going down her
entire spine because she was so delicate and thin. I always remembered that.
How do you feel thinking about that little girl and the
woman you have become?
Many years later I ended up in the musical Chicago at the Pantages Theatre. It was the first time I had been back in LA doing something big since leaving to be a model. It gave me a
rush of memories. I remembered being a child and looking
up towards that glamorous life and what it would be like, and
now I was coming back and I had my name on that gigantic
marquee outside above movie stars’ footprints and handprints
on the sidewalk in front of the theater. I walked over to the
imprints and right in front of me was Billy Joel’s square, which
was really funny. It was surreal to walk where I had walked as
a little girl and now as an adult to look down and see the name
of the father of my daughter in the concrete. It made me
think, Wow! Life is just this amazing adventure. You never know
where it’s going to take you, how it’s going to lead you, and
what’s going to happen. I’ve always been a person who has had
a general direction, but goes with the flow and is always open
to whatever adventures come my way. And in that moment I
thought this is really a full-circle moment. I left California at
18 with a broken heart, and all these years later to stay in LA
for the purpose of the musical and take in all the memories
from my life, well, it was quite extraordinary.
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What is your favorite season in the Hamptons?
It’s great year round. After the summer, I really enjoy the fall.
October is so beautiful you can’t even believe it. You walk
around and the light is magnificent. It’s just spectacular. In
November you get excited by Thanksgiving coming up. The
corn fields are golden, the skies are deep blue, and the clouds
are such beautiful shapes. The only month I could do without
in the Hamptons is January . . . except when you get a heavy
snow, then it’s magic! And I love it! I rode an ice floe down
Long Beach two years ago. The water was pushing sheets of
ice up like ice castles and you could crawl inside. For a California girl like me who is still fascinated by icicles and snow, the
experience of riding the ice was incredible.
You are involved in many different charities. Can you
speak about them?
I think it’s important to know that in the area that we live in
from Manhattan to Montauk there is a very high incidence of
breast cancer. I think the reason is because we live in the crosshairs of several old leaky nuclear reactors. There is also an unusually high incidence of rare childhood tissue cancers around
Brookhaven. Nuclear power plants have a lifespan just like jet
planes. At a certain point they have to be retired, and instead
they are relicensing them and making them more likely to have
an event like we saw in Fukushima. Everyone needs to Google
Fukushima and see that the issue is still ongoing. They don’t
know how to handle these super-heated fires, and they don’t
know how to stop it or turn it off. It’s so hot that they’ve built
robots to deal with it and the robots malfunction and cease to

exist. I encourage people to pay attention to various organizations that help. The Nuclear Information and Resource center is
key and needs donations. [nirs.org] Another important source of
information is the Radiation and Public Health Project (RPHP)
[radiation.org] Right here in the Hamptons, Julie Ratner has made
a huge difference. With the money she has helped raise, a breast
cancer center has been built at the Southampton Hospital. It’s
an amazing resource for women in Suffolk County.
So now you’ve grown from supermodel to super mogul.
Can you tell us about your Prosecco line as well as your
beauty line?
Yes, of course! The Prosecco is produced in Treviso, Italy, in
the Veneto region. Bellissima consists of three unique and exquisite organic varieties: Brut, extra dry (classic true Prosecco)
produced from 100 percent Glera grapes; Rosé, a classic rosé
with a natural rosé color produced naturally from 100 percent
Pinot Grigio grapes; and last, but not least, Zero Sugar Prosecco. Not only is our Zero, sugar free, it’s also carb free! The
zero sugar caught my eye. We have our very own natural process. To get the sugar out of our Champagne we do a double
fermentation process where the wine is left in its vat for twice
as long. The natural yeast eats all the traces of the sugar, making the process absolutely natural. And when you taste it, the
Prosecco is so delicious. This is such a gift for many people
who have diabetes or are pre-diabetic. The worst sugar for
diabetics is liquid sugar. With Bellissima people don’t have to
worry about their sugar spiking and instead can enjoy relaxing
after a long day with a glass or toasting friends at a celebration!
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Can you tell us more about your skincare?
The line is called Christie Brinkley Authentic Skincare.
We have our own website so you can purchase the products directly from us, and it’s also available at Kohl’s.
[christiebrinkleyauthenticskincare.com] When I had the opportunity to build this company, I said that the most important thing
to me is that we deliver what we promise because I have over
the past several years developed a friendship with the women
I’ve connected with on Instagram and Facebook. And we’ve
been through highs and lows together. I really feel a personal
connection to the women who use my products. I’m very
proud of my products. The products are based on clinically
tested, proven, and award-winning ingredients. Each product
is designed to work uniquely together, around the clock, to
activate your skin’s own natural repair cycle on a cellular level.
One thing that people might not realize is that the majority
of the visible signs of aging is caused from the sun. So in
addition to your traditional SPF 30, my line defends against
IR rays, which make up 54 percent of the sun’s rays that hit
the Earth. This is a new innovation that has started getting
popular in Europe, and we are one of the first in the U.S to
offer this technology.
If you want to keep up with everything Christie you can
follow her on her Instagram at @christiebrinkley. Details
about her skin line can be found @brinkleybeauty. Also don't
forget to buy some naturally sugar-free Prosecco and follow
her new venture @bellissimaprosecco.
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I hope each of you enjoy this month’s feature as much as the team delighted
in creating it. We all came together with such zest — from Gian Andrea
Di Stefano’s unparalleled photography to Claire Mercuri’s and Paul
Mesher’s first-class charm and attention to detail to the unrelenting genius
of Sandy Linter and Mitch Barry as well as Eryka Clayton’s superb
styling. Working with Christie Brinkley is always pure joy. This is the
third cover I’ve creatively directed and produced with this amazing beauty,
and I have to say each time the images and energy gets better and better.

